Tools that quantify morphological size and shape have the capacity to alleviate many of the 97 concerns relating to bias and subjectivity that occur with discrete characters. Approaches such as 98 geometric morphometrics offer the potential to holistically incorporate all dimensions of shape to 99 inform phylogeny. The continuous state space of morphometric data might also increase the 100 6 amount of information that can be extracted from morphological datasets, which may be 101 beneficial when analyzing poorly-sampled fossil data. Continuous traits in general may engender 102 benefits on two levels when available by 1) reducing subjective bias often encountered when 103 constructing discrete character matrices, and 2) potentially preserving hard-won phylogenetic 104 information over discretized character codings by representing the full range of observed 105 interspecific variation. Although I explored point 2 previously (Parins-Fukuchi 2017), future 106 studies will be needed to quantify the extent to which this is the case in diverse empirical datasets. The earliest studies investigating probabilistic methods of phylogenetic inference were 120 developed using continuous characters modeled under Brownian motion (BM) (Cavalli-Sforza
121
and Edwards 1967; Felsenstein 1973 (Landis et al. 2013) , but the identifiablility between BM and more complicated models across a 148 tree when branch lengths are expressed in unit variance are not clear.
149
In this paper, I describe a new approach that places multiple fossils on molecular trees using 150 quantitative characters modeled under BM. Departing from Revell et al. (2015) , the phylogenetic 151 BM model used here treats branch lengths in terms of morphological divergence rather than time.
152
This simplifies the estimation procedure, and allows morphological disparity across taxa to be 
163
All fossil placement analyses were performed using the new software package cophymaru 164 written in the Go language. The source code is publicly available as free software at 165 https://github.com/carolinetomo/cophymaru. This package estimates the positions of fossil taxa 166 on a user-specified reference tree of extant species using continuous traits contained within a 167 PHYLIP-formatted data file where each trait is separated by tabs. Examples can be gleaned from 168 the simulated and empirical data generated from this study, available online.
169

Brownian motion model
170
The approaches that I describe in this paper all rely upon the familiar BM model of evolution 
where dX(t) is the time derivative of the change in trait X and dB(t) corresponding to normally 175 distributed random variables with mean 0 and variance dt. This leads to the expectation that over
where X 0 gives the trait value at t 0 . 
The PIC, x internal , is calculated at each internal node and used as the character state representing 211 the internal node during the likelihood computation at the parent node. The edge length of the 212 internal node, v internal is also extended by averaging the lengths of the child nodes to allow the 213 variance from the tips to propagate from the tips to the root:
The total log-likelihood of the tree, L tree is calculated by summing the log-likelihoods calculated 215 at each of the n internal nodes.
Priors:
217
Since the estimation of branch lengths from continuous traits is relatively uncharted territory taxon to generate a proposal. This is a specific case of the standard subtree pruning and regrafting
227
(SPR) move for unrooted tees (Fig. 1) . In this procedure, the two edge lengths that link the fossil 228 to the rest of the tree are merged when the fossil tip is pruned, while the edge upon which the tip 229 is inserted is split into two. The move is described in detail, along with a full derivation of the 
This process is iterated by successively rerooting on each node of the tree and calculating the calculated on the reference tree (excluding fossil taxa). Next, the likelihood (Ln) of each site is 269 calculated along each n of 100 phylogenies generated randomly by successively grafting nodes in 270 a stepwise manner until a full tree is formed. Branch lengths are then assigned using uniform 271 random draws. If the likelihood of the site is higher along the reference tree than the current 272 random tree, the weight of the site is incremented by one. Thus, site j receives the integer weight:
where
and
This yields a weight vector that is the same length as the character matrix, with each site 276 possessing a weight between 0 and 100. The sites are then weighted using one of three schemes: by 100, and 3) a binary value where the weight is equal to 1 if the site displayed a higher 280 likelihood in the reference tree than 95 or more of the random trees, and 0 if less than 95:
After the weights are computed using the input guide tree, they are stored, and used in all 285 subsequent likelihood computations during MCMC simulations.
286
In application, I found that integer weighting caused poor MCMC mixing, and so the floating 287 and binary schemes are probably most practical in most cases. reference tree when the five fossils were pruned. To explore the effect of conflicting and noisy 316 signal, I also generated alignments consisting of 50 "clean" traits simulated along the true tree,
317
and combined with sets "dirty" traits in intervals of 10, 25, and 50 traits generated along random 318 trees. All trait (clean and dirty) simulations were performed using the "fastBM" function in the 319 phytools package (Revell 2012 ). All traits were simulated using a rate parameter of 1.0. Random 320 trees were generated by collapsing the true tree into a star topology using the "di2multi" function,
321
which was randomly resolved using the "multi2di" function. Branch lengths were than assigned 322 randomly by drawing from an exponential distribution with mean set to 1. from continuous traits, and 2) because in this study I was primarily interested in examining the 334 effect of inducing random noise without the potentially confounding effect of covariance.
335
Although covariance has been expressed as a major concern in morphometric phylogenetics 336 (Felsenstein 1988 (Felsenstein , 2002 , there is no reason to expect greater covariance between continuous 337 traits than discrete traits, which, ideally, should describe similar aspects of morphology. These simulated datasets were then used to reconstruct the placements of the five fossils. To large ESS values (>1000) under all settings.
402
For both datasets, I used starting trees and branch lengths generated from the rough ML 
413
Branch lengths were summarized as the mean across all sampled trees.
414
Results and Discussion
415
Simulations
416
Reconstructions of fossil placements from the simulated datasets showed that the method is 417 generally accurate in placing fossil taxa (Tables 1 and 2 ). In the absence of noisy traits, procedures improves reconstructions, even though the signal-to-noise ratio is quite high.
427
In the cophymaru implementation, the compound Dirichlet prior outperforms the exponential 428 branch length prior on the simulated datasets ( Table 2 ). The mean distance between the true conflict is localized to particular regions of the reference tree.
448
Overall, the simulations demonstrate the efficacy of the method for the phylogenetic reconstructed placements from their true positions across all 100 replicates of each dataset.
468
Vitaceae dataset:
469
Application of the fossil placement method to the Vitaceae dataset showed generally positive 470 results (Fig. 2, Fig. S1 ). The weight calibration procedure revealed substantial noise in the Newick tree is available in the data supplement.
486
The remaining two fossils are unstable in their placements across branch length priors. 
490
Under the exponential prior, the Ampelocissus parvisemina placement shows a 0.2 posterior 491 probability (Fig. S1) , and increases to 0.62 under the Dirichlet prior (Fig. 2) . Similarly, Vitis Carnivoran dataset:
501
Analysis of the carnivoran dataset also yielded generally reasonable results (Fig. 3) . The 
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Despite the potential utility in phylogenetics, there may be cases where useful 559 phylogenetically-informative characters cannot be extracted from geometric morphometric data.
560
This may be the case when any of the concerns stated by Felsenstein (2002) across the tree of life, it will be important for morphological phylogenetics and paleontology to 618 keep pace. Analysis of morphometric data using the approach shown here will help to improve 619 issues surrounding subjectivity in character collection, and will help morphological datasets to 620 scale better in the genomic era. New advances in the collection of morphometric data, combined 621 with refinements to the approach developed here will better equip morphology to speak to major 622 outstanding questions across the tree of life. 
